The dynamic model for large-eddy simulation (LES) of turbulent flows requires test filtering the resolved velocity fields in order to determine model coefficients. However, test filtering is costly to perform in LES of complex geometry flows, especially on unstructured grids. The objective of this work is to develop and test an approximate but less costly dynamic procedure which does not require test filtering. The proposed method is based on Taylor series expansions of the resolved velocity fields. Accuracy is governed by the derivative schemes used in the calculation and the number of terms considered in the approximation to the test filtering operator. The expansion is developed up to fourth order, and results are tested a priori based on direct numerical simulation data of forced isotropic turbulence in the context of the dynamic Smagorinsky model. The tests compare the dynamic Smagorinsky coefficient obtained from filtering with those obtained from application of the Taylor series expansion. They show that the expansion up to second order provides a reasonable approximation to the true dynamic coefficient (with errors on the order of about 5% for c 2 s ), but that including higher-order terms does not necessarily lead to improvements in the results due to inherent limitations in accurately evaluating high-order derivatives. A posteriori tests using the Taylor series approximation in LES of forced isotropic turbulence and channel flow confirm that the Taylor series approximation yields accurate results for the dynamic coefficient. Moreover, the simulations are stable and yield accurate resolved velocity statistics.
Introduction
In large-eddy simulation (LES) the Navier-Stokes equations are filtered in an attempt to isolate the largescale motion in a turbulent flow. The filtered equations contain the divergence of the sub-grid scale (SGS) stress,
where a tilde denotes a filtering operation. This filter, called the grid filter, is a convolution with the kernel G ∆ , which has a smoothing action on scales smaller than ∆. Analogous to the closure problem related to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, the SGS stress τ ij must be modeled using available filtered quantities. A variety of SGS models exist (Piomelli, 1999; Meneveau and Katz 2000) , but the results largely depend upon the choice of model coefficients, and the latter often have to be tuned from one flow regime to another. The dynamic procedure introduced by Germano et al. (1991) avoids such ad hoc tuning. A crucial step in the dynamic procedure is using a filtering operation, called test filtering, to gather information about the smallest resolved scales. The test filtering operation, denoted by an overbar, is defined in a similar way to the grid filter, except the filter acts on a larger scale α∆:
In this paper we restrict attention to the dynamic formulation (Germano et al. 1991 ) of the Smagorinsky (Smagorinsky, 1963) eddy-viscosity model. It approximates the deviatoric part of the SGS stress by
where c s is the Smagorinsky constant,
is the filtered rate of strain tensor, and | S| = (2 S ij S ij ) 1/2 is the filtered strain-rate magnitude. The expression for c 2 s , obtained by minimizing the mean square error in the Germano identity (see Germano et al. 1991; Lilly 1992) 
where the angle brackets denote an averaging operation (Ghosal et al. 1995) ,
is the resolved turbulent stress, and
(the superscript f in both tensors refers to filtering-to be later contrasted to Taylor series approximations). In (7), for simplicity, we have put α in place of the ratio of the "compound" filter length to the grid filter length, where the "compound" filter length is the effective length scale of the filter obtained by sequentially applying the grid and test filters. The error in doing so is tolerable for typical values of α and one can calculate the precise form of this ratio after choosing a specific type of test filter and assuming a form for the implicit grid filter. The reader is referred to Winckelmans et al. (1998) for further discussion. The averaging in (5) may be done over directions of statistical homogeneity (Germano et al., 1991) , if any exist. In complex geometries without homogeneous directions, the Lagrangian dynamic model (Meneveau et al., 1996) , which calculates time averages along pathlines, can be used. In the present work, only turbulence with statistically homogeneous directions is considered for simplicity. Hence, spatial averaging is employed in all applications. However, from a practical perspective, test filtering adds computational cost to LES. The cost is typically manageable when dealing with pseudospectral numerical methods, where filter operations can be performed in Fourier space. When using physical-space-based test filtering approaches (e.g., in finite-difference or finite-volume codes with structured grids), the operation count depends upon the number of neighboring grid-points involved in the filtering. Najjar and Tafti (1996) give a discussion of the effects of using test filters with finite-difference approximations and implications for the dynamic Smagorinsky model. When dealing with complex-geometry flows, unstructured grids are often employed for which one must decide which neighboring nodes are involved in the filtering. Challenges also arise when seeking parallelization. These difficulties have somewhat limited the applicability of the dynamic model to LES of complex-geometry flows. Various filtering operators for unstructured grids have already been proposed and tested in several papers by
